TERRORISM

Keeping politics off the podium
In 1972 a hostage crisis unfolded live on television screens, when a terrorist attack hit the
Munich Olympic Village claiming the lives of 11 athletes. Laura Pauley looks at what measures
could be incorporated to prevent acts of terrorism marring the London 2012 Olympics.

The modern
landscape, however,
finds design
professionals devising
buildings that are
disaster resistant, with
terrorism in mind

As well as being what the organisers would
doubtless like to be a glorious celebration of
sport, London 2012 is a potential target for
terrorists. With athletes, government officials,
tourists, journalists and celebrities from
around the world all making their way to
London to participate, the global event could
become a prime target for terrorist groups
and the safety of both competitors and
spectators is a concern. The precedent set by
terrorist attacks at the Olympics in Munich in
1972 and Atlanta in 1996 make the threat
all the more real, while the London bombings
of 2004 are still fresh in the mind of many
of the capital’s residents.,
Before the devastation of Munich there
was little precedent for terrorism at what was
intended as a politics-free event for the whole
world. The modern landscape, however, finds
design professionals devising buildings that are
disaster resistant, with terrorism in mind.
The security budget for 2012 is currently
estimated at £1.5bn. This has already tripled
from initial figures, so the final figure could
be much more, and former Metropolitan Police
Commissioner Ian Blair has admitted that it
may even be necessary to use foreign police
at the event due to a lack of trained firearms
officers in the UK.
London already has around 10,000 CCTV
cameras installed, and according to recent BBC
reports the Metropolitan Police are in talks
about pooling existing CCTV cameras with the
thousands of traffic and congestion cameras
already installed across the city. If this move
is given the go ahead, as many as 500,000
cameras could be in operation across the
capital come 2012.
A number of state-of-the-art technologies
have been suggested for the Olympics,
including a ticketing device that links the sale
of tickets to the identity of buyers, and second
generation computer technology that tracks
individuals through face recognition using a
range of identity-recognition techniques such
as comparing video to a database of digital
faces. Other devices outlined include automatic
vehicle number plate recognition and
biometric fingerprint testing for the workforce
constructing the site.
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London will be divided into three security
zones throughout the games, with each zone
being manned by a helipcopter, allowing
security routines to be carried out more easily.
Architects, engineers and project managers
already take into account natural disasters when
looking into the construction of a building, but
with terroism so high on the current political
agenda, Olympic design teams must now develop
a new approach to planning and building and
take into account a multitude of multi-hazard
events that could occur. Multi-hazard events
could include power failures, terroist acts, spills
and leaks, bomb threats, chemical or biological
threats, fires or medical emergancies.
A building that is being held up as a symbol
of how to design security into the heart of new
builds is Arsenal Football Club’s Emirates Stadium
in North London. The building, which opened in
2006, has broad, clear entrance and exit paths
allowing swift evacuation and easy access for
emergency services. Outside the ground sit two
giant cannons - the club’s symbol rather than a
last line of defence-concrete planters, benches,
and the club name, which appears in striking
giant lettering deliberately placed to prevent
possible vehicle attacks like the one on Glasgow
airport in July 2007.
Throughout the summer of 2008 Home
Office counter-terrorism experts worked
with a number of architects and planners
to implement security measures into the
construction of new buildings. Using blastresistant materials and installing barriers to
prevent vehicles potentially carrying bombs to
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the site are examples of some of the measures
outlined. And unlike the Houses of Parliament,
which received criticism for the ugliness of
the black steel barriers that surrounds the
premises, the Home Office is citing Arsenal’s
use of concrete letters as a good example of
an elegant counter-terror design.
Security can be integrated less
conspicuously into new builds, and by
designing buildings that avoid the feeling of
an armed camp, normality can be retained in
a secure area. There are clever ways to factor
security into the design process of a building
without making it noticeable. Designers of
a pedestrian walkway in New York, that will
link the ferry terminal on the Hudson River to
the site of the World Trade Centre, designed a
luminous glass bench instead of a conventional
barrier. To the public the bench provides
seating and a delicately glowing illumination,
but to the designers it carries a vital role of
keeping vehicle threats at bay. Security features
that incorporate protection with architectural
design go a step beyond the simple response of
installing a standard bollard or barricade.
Another measure the counter terrorism
officers suggest when designing new buildings

is to set new developments back from the road
by 50 meters, helping to foil attacks such as the
failed attempt to blow up the Tiger Tiger bar in
central London in June 2007. Other measures
outlined include eliminating any first floor
windows or designing each window to be no
larger than three-square meters, and avoiding
designs that allow parking underneath a building
or on adjacent streets.
Throughout the planning stage designers
of the Olympic stadium will address the
different types of attacks that could occur.
These could include insider threats, explosive
threats (through packaged bombs, moving or
stationary vehicles), ballistic threats
(like drive by shootings), weapons
of mass destruction (chemical,
biological and radiological), cyber
and information security threats, and
attacks resulting from unauthorised
access to the site, particularly
pertinent as this is how the Black
September group succeeded in taking
its Muncih hostages.

affecting the way in which buildings are
constructed, but how the public perceive
one another. Following the 911 attacks, the
threat of terrorism became frighteningly
real on a worldwide scale. By the time of
the 2012 games, when the ‘War on Terror’
seems likely to be trudging towards its
second decade, this seems unlikely to have
changed. For the viewing public, then, fear
of an attack seems likely to remain an issue,
though hopefully not a greater one than the
enjoyment of the games. For those planning
the spectacle, ensuring that it proves to be
an irrelevant issue is paramount.

The impact that terrorism is
having on town planning and
the built environment is not just
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